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Hello!
I am Ali Mnif 

Country Manager 

at Silatech
You can find me at:

amnif@silatech.org



Introduction to the project



“Tounes Ta3mal is an online portal on employability that

accompanies young people and job seekers in Tunisia in their

transition to the world of work. Co-founded by Silatech and

Microsoft, Ta3mal provides a wide range of resources and services

ranging from career guidance tools such as "Tamheed", e-learning

courses, employability and entrepreneurship training courses, in

addition to job vacancies available in the country. The portal

includes the Tamheed test, Silatech's career guidance program,

which provides online psychometric and linguistic assessments, a

career counselling framework, as well as training and capacity

building for career guidance counsellors.
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Our IMPACT In Numbers



37000 registered users

22 472 CVs created

4879 Jobs posted / 10900 vacancies

787 Employers

registered



Our Services



➢ Trainings on Job search Techniques 

➢ Organizing Career days with the career

centers implemented in Universities

➢ CV builder

➢ Correcting CVs for our users

➢ Career advisory

➢ Employabilty portal Web/Mobile 

responsive

➢ +700 online courses in 3 languages

➢ Collecting Job offers among companies

➢ HR assistance for companies (sourcing, 

shortlisting, capacity building)

➢ Tamheed Test followed up with a free 

mentoring sessions

Guidance



DATA Collection



The main source of DATA is provided by the CVs of job seekers

After subscribing the job seeker is asked to complete his/her CV and attach

original copy if possible.

To have a professional and consistent CVs on our database we invite job 

seekers to use the « CV Builder » feature. A set of fields to be filled by their

specific information, that generates automatically a well-written CV more 

attractive for our employers. 

The Data points covered by the CV builder are mentionned below:

First name/Last name/Date of birth/City/email/phone number/working

experience/Academic background (university, highschool, degree, major)/Hard 

& soft Skills/Language Skills/Extracurricular activites/references

DATA Collection



DATA Collection

➢ The Data is also collected from the 

CVs candidates upload on the 

platform

➢ You can view the information 

extracted from your original CV

➢ The extraction of DATA is not 

manual, the system of the platform 

does it automaticaly



The consolidation of all the data we collect from the CVs is helping us in many

levels:

➢ The system displays recommended jobs for the job seekers and suitable

profiles for the employers

➢ We can have a talent segmentation report generated by the platform 

thanks to this DATA as you can see it in the next slide. This helps us to 

better asses, the quality of CVs of our users, career level, background and 

then optimize and customize or services (type of jobs we need to raise in 

order to make the job placement faster, trainings  to be delivered …)

DATA Collection





CV Builder Process



The first step
consists in setting 
his expectations in 

terms of:

Salary

Waiting time

N° of applications to 
get a job offer

The professional
experience is the first 

component of the CV. To 
make it clear and 

relevant the user needs
to provide these

information (start/end 
date, Company name, 
Company industy, The 

job role, Work 
descritpion)

Then we move to the 
academic experience in 

order to give the 
employer an overview
about the job seeker’s
background and major.

In this part, the Job 
seeker starts listing 
his/her skills (soft 
ones and technical

ones) 

He/she also lists his
language skills and 

the proficiency level
for each one

As a final step, we
invite the user to 

upload his/her
original CV. So he/she

can be sure that he
provided all the 

information about 
his/her profile



How the CV looks like 







The user will have a CV Completeness Score.

The higher the score is, the more chances he/she will

have to appear in the searches done by the employers

The idea here is to push the user to fill all the sections.

Because filling all the sections will provide more 

information about him. 

Each section has its own percentage according to its

importance in job research.

For exemple: you professional experience is the most

component of your CV then providing information 

about it is 40% of the CV and so on.



Job seekers / Employers

Dashboard



Job seekers’ Dashboard



▷The platform gives the opportunity to the job seekers to create Email alerts

for new jobs posted and customize it according to his/her preferences

▷According to the Skills, background, and professional experiences the system

will automaticaly generates recommended jobs for the job seeker.

The recommended jobs are displayed to the job seeker: according to the

key words written in the CV builder or extracted from his CV. The system

will display having at least the same skills needed (not all), same

background, years of experience

▷The job seeker can view his/her applications, how many times the CV

appeared in the searchs of the employers and how many times his CV is

viewed by the employers.

▷The Job seeker can also edit/complete the CV and apply for jobs from the

dashboard

Job seekers’ Dashboard



Employers’ Dashboard



▷The employer can Activate / Desactivate the job offer

▷They can edit the Job setting or the applicant settings such as autoscreen criteria …

▷Customize the alert setting (receiving emails for each new applicant, or receiving

daily emails with the CVs’ applicants

▷They can attach a questionnaire with the job offer

▷Export the CVs of the applicants (PDF, Word …)

▷Consulting the CVs from a folder to another (inbox->

shorlisted->rejected->Job offer extended)

Search and filter using 26 search criteria (next slide)

Employers’ Dashboard





Step by Step process



Our process is easy

Physical meeting 

(interviews)

Once the application is

received by the 

employer he/she will

review it and then

he/she will decide

either to get in touch

with the applicant for 

an eventual interview 

or reject his/her

application

Register

As a company or as a job 

seeker you are invited to 

register in our platform 

www.tounes.ta3mal.com

Post a Job / 

Apply

The employer will use 

the platform to post 

the vacancies and 

search for the suitable

profiles.

The job seeker is now

looking for a job and 

will apply using a 

simple click « Apply »



Step By Step process 

(Employer)

1.Post a job: 

-Click ‘post a job’ to post a new vacancy

2.   Search CVs in the database:

-Run a quick CV search

-Target and shortlist candidates with CVs

filtration tool.

-Save your research and create CVs’ folders



Step By Step process 

(Employer)

Job Title / JD / Industry /

Salary …

Skills / Career level / 

Background / Major



Step By Step process 

(Employer)

The Job is active and the employer is ready to receive applications



The job seeker finds the job he’s looking for the click on it to have 

more details about the Job offer (skills, requirements, JD …)

Step By Step process 

(Job seeker)



Step By Step process 

(Job seeker)

Ranking



Ranking System for Applicants:

The system will give you a ranking comparing to other applicants so you can

have an idea how suitable your profile is for the Job (another way the data in

CVs is used) . The ranking is based on the relevance of the CV comparing to the

Job Description.

How this ranking is done? Here is an exemple for you to understand how is it

happening

Imagine that we have an employer posting a job and he is looking for a

candidate

Step By Step process 

(Job seeker)



Step By Step process 

(Job seeker)

FullStack web 

developer

Ahmad Hachem Noura rezgui Leila Bardi

Professional 

experience: 3 years

2 years 3 years 2 years

Degree: Master Bachelor Master Bachelor

Competencies: 

JAVA / PHP / HTML

JAVA/PHP/HTML JAVA/PHP/HTML JAVA/PHP

Background: IT IT IT IT

2 1 3





Step By Step process 

(Employer)



Step By Step process 

(Employer)

Recommended profiles for the job. The employer can contact these

people or invite them to apply.

PS: the recommended profiles are displayed in the same way as the recommended

Jobs for the job seeker.



Step By Step process 

(Employer)

If the employer is convinced by the profile he/she has to update application

stage. Thus, the CV will move from the inbox to (shortliste / interviewed /

Rejected or Job offer extended) at every stage the candidate will be receiving

emails and can get in touch directly with the employer



Challenges



Challenges

➢ The platform we presented to you today is the 3rd version, everytime

we try to offer a better and easier user experience to our steakholders. 

We periodically conduct surveys among job seekers and employers to 

identify what we can improve.

➢ The main challenge we’re facing today is being able to have a clear

data about job placement as it is our main MOS.

➢ Engaging the employers to use all the features of the platform and not 

only search for CVs and download them.



Thanks!
Any questions?

Ali Mnif: Country Manager Silatech

amnif@silatech.org

Achref Chafter: National Coordinator Tounes Ta3mal

achafter@ta3mal.com


